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ABSTRACT 
Let G be a connected semi-simple algebraic group over C. Fix a maximal torus T in G with co- 
ordinate ring Or. Let ~+ be the set of positive roots of G with respect to T. The pair (T, ~4), where 
A = {ker c~}~+, isa toral arrangement. We show that if G is simply connected then the module of 
,A-derivations D(A) is a free Or-module. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let T be an n-dimensional gebraic torus over C with coordinate ring Or. Let 
Gm denote the one-dimensional torus C × and X(T) = Hom(T,  Gin) the set of 
rational characters of T. Let A = {ker Xi}i~i, where {Xi}ici s a finite collection 
of characters of T. We will call the pair (T, A) a toral arrangement. A toral ar- 
rangement (T, A) determines a divisor Ui~i ker Xi c T whose defining equation 
is given by I~iei(Xi - 1). The coordinate ring Or  is a unique factorisation do- 
main (from here on abbreviated to UFD) so each element can be written un- 
iquely (up to ordering and multiplication by a unit of Or)  as a product of irre- 
ducible elements. We let h denote the product of the distinct irreducible factors 
of 1]ici(Xi - 1) and call h the reduced efining equation of (T, A). 
Let End(Or) be the set of endomorphisms of Or  as a vector space over C. A 
derivation of Or  is an element 0 E End(Or) satisfying O(fg) =fO(g) + O(f)g, 
for a l l f ,  g E Or. We write Der(Or)  for the set of derivations of Or. The set of 
derivations of Or  is a Or-module, where for f E Or  and 0 c Der(Or),  
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(fO)(g) =fO(g) for all g E Or. Let (T, A) be a toral arrangement with reduced 
defining equation h. The module of ~4-derivations D(.4) is 
D(.A) = {0 ~ Der(OT)[O(h) E hOT} 
The module of ~4-derivations D(A) is a Or-submodule of Der(Or). 
To each toral arrangement (T,.A) there is a canonically associated central 
hyperplane arrangement ([3]). Given a character X E X(T), the differential 
dx(e) of X at the identity e E T can be considered as a linear functional on the 
Lie algebra t of T. The set dA = {kerdxi(e)}i~ I is a central arrangement in t. 
Douglass ([3]) has shown that D(.A)e is a free OT,e-module if and only ifd.A is a 
free hyperplane arrangement. Here, D(.A)e (resp. Or,e) is the localisation of 
D(A) (resp. Or) at the identity. However, as Douglass notes, in general the 
freeness of D(A)e does not guarantee the freeness of D(A) as a Or-module. 
In this article we show D(A) is a free Or-module for the toral arrangement 
arising from a connected semi-simple algebraic group G of simply connected 
type (see Theorem (4.1)). The proof closely follows H. Terao's proof that the 
modules of m-derivations of a Coxeter arrangement are free for all m ([6]). 
There, the classical invariant heory of the finite Coxeter groups, as well as a 
generalised version of Saito's criterion are used to establish freeness. In 
Section (3) we prove a toral arrangement version of Saito's criterion. The proof 
of Saito's criterion for a hyperplane arrangement ([5], Theorem 4.19) can be 
carried over to the toral case with minimal change, largely due to the UFD 
property of Or. In place of the invariant heory of the Coxeter group, we utilise 
the exponential invariant heory of the Weyl group. For this, we follow Bour- 
baki ([2], Ch.VI, § 3. Exponential Invariants). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let T be an n-dimensional gebraic torus over C with coordinate ring Or. The 
character group X(T)= Hom(T,  Gm) consisting of algebraic group homo- 
morphisms from T to Gm is a finitely generated free abelian group of rank n 
(equivalently, a finitely generated free Z-module), where the multiplication is 
given by 
(2.1) (X1XE)(t) = Xl(t)X2(t) 
for X1, ~2 C )((T)  and t c T. It then makes sense to speak of a basis of X(T) 
and fixing a basis Ul,. . .  ,un of X(T), each character X 6 X(T) has a unique 
expression of the form X = uT 1 .. .  u~", with ml,. •., mn E 77. Characters are 
regular functions on T and so lie in Or, and Or is identified with the group al- 
gebra of X(T) over C. 
Let 01, . . . ,  On be the unique set of derivations of Or satisfying 0i(uj) = 6ijuj, 
for 1 <.i,j<~n, where 60- is the Kronecker symbol. In other words, 0i = ui-~u~" Then 
Der(Ov) is a free Or-module with basis 01,. • •, On and each 0 ~ Der(Or)  has a 
n 0 ~-- unique expression 0 ~i=lJ} i, wheref,  u[lO(ui) E Or. With this choice of 
basis one may verify that if X c X(T) and X = u] nl . . .  unm,, then 
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(2.2) Oi(x) = mix 
From here onwards we will always use this basis of Der(OT). 
Now suppose afinite group W acts on X(T).  Then the action of W extends to 
OT and we let O w denote the set of W-invariant elements of Or. The group W 
also acts on Der(OT) and the action is given by (wO)(f) = wO(w-lf) for w E W, 
0 C Der(OT) andf  E OT. Suppose w E W acts on the basis u l , . . . ,un of X(T) 
11 [w]kj where [w]~j E F_. Then by (2.2) we have according to wuj = I-lk=l Uk , 
Oi(w-luj) = [w-1]ijw-luj and 
11 
(2.3) (wOi)(uj) = wOi(w- lu j )  = [w-1]i jw(w-luj)  = ~[w-1] ikOk(Uj )  
k=l 
Since a derivation of Or  is determined by its values on a basis of X(T) ,  (2.3) 
shows that 
n 
(2.4) wOi = ~[w-l] ikOk 
k=l 
I fA = (A6) is any matrix and w C W, let wA be the matrix with (i,j)-entry wAij 
and A t the transpose matrix. With this notation, setting 0 = (01,. . . ,  011) t, (2.4) 
can be conveniently written as 
(2.5) wO = [w-l]0 
Given an n-tuple p = (P l . . .  ,p,) with entries in OT w, let J(p) be the matrix 
whose (i,j)-entry is Oi(pj). Using (2.4) we may determine the action of W on 
J(p). For this, 
11 
wO (pj) = wO, (w-%)  = (wOi)(pj) = Z[w-%O (pj) 
k=l 
Equivalently, 
(2.6) wY(p) = [w-i]j(p) 
Let u ] , . . . ,  u'11 be another basis of X(T)  related to ua, . . . ,  un by a matrix F with 
entries in 7/, where u' i = [I~=1 u;C Then denoting objects with respect o the 
, . . . ,  ' with a prime, one can show Oi = ~k=ln i,ikO~k giving basis u~ u n 
(2.7) J(p) = VJ'(p) 
As F is a change of basis matrix, it is invertible and so detF  = -4-1. It follows 
that detJ(p) = + det J'(p). 
We now recall some notions and results from the theory of exponential in- 
variants, following the exposition of Bourbaki ([2], Ch.VI, §3). Let ¢B be a re- 
duced root system in a real vector space V. Fix a basis of simple roots 
Oq,.. . ,  an with corresponding reflections oq , . • • , SO~ n. Let W denote the Weyl 
group which is generated by the reflections s~, . . . ,  s~,. The vector space V may 
be equipped with a a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form ( , )  which is 
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positive definite and invariant under W. Let Q denote the root lattice of • ie., 
the Z-span of the set of roots of~5 and let P denote the weight lattice of~b ie., the 
set of v c V satisfying 2~ E Z for all ct E ~. The weight lattice has a basis 
consisting of the fundamental weights A1 • • An where 2(a~,~j) 6ij for 1 <.i,j<n. , ., (%@ - -  
There is an order on P defined by, Pl <P2 if and only if p2 - Pl is a linear com- 
bination of the c~i with non-negative coefficients. 
Consider the group algebra C[P] of P over C. For p E P, let e(p) denote the 
corresponding element of C[P]. The multiplication in C[P] is given by 
e(pl)e(p2) = e(pl ÷P2), forpl,p2 E P. For an element x = }-~pcpXpe(p) E C[P], 
the support of x is the set S = {p E P : Xp 7~ 0}. A term xpe(p) with p E S is a 
maximal term of x ifp is maximal in S with respect o the order <. 
The action of the Weyl group W on P extends to C[P 1 by defining 
we(p) = e(wp). Write C[P] w for the ring of W-invariants of C[P]. An element 
x E C[P] is anti-invariant if wx = (det w)x for all w E W. Consider the element 
d E C[P] given by 
(2.8) d=e(-p) I~(e(~)  - 1) 
~E~ + 
where p = A1 + • • - ÷ An and ~+ denotes the set of positive roots. Then d is an 
anti-invariant element ([2], Ch.VI, §3.3, Prop.2(i)) and can be characterised as
the anti-invariant element of C[P] with e(p) as its unique maximal term ([2], 
Ch.VI, §3.3, Remarks). 
As the fundamental weights Ai form a basis of P, each element of C[P] can be 
written as a Laurent polynomial in e(A1),...,e(An) ie., C[P] =C[e(A1) ±1, 
. . . ,  e(,~n)+l]. Define derivations 01,. . . ,  On of C[P] by cqi(e(/~j) ) = 6ije()~j). The 
following important fact appears as an exercise in Bourbaki ([2], Ch.VI,§3.1). 
Proposi t ion 2.1. For i = 1, . . . ,  n let Pi be an element of  C[P] w with e(Ai) as its 
unique maximal  term. Then 
(2.9) det(Oi(pj)  = d 
In fact, any set of elements P l , . . . ,Pn  satisfying the conditions of 
Proposition (2.1) are algebraically independent and generate C[P] W ([2], 
Ch.VI,§3 Theorem 1). Such collections always exist. For instance, one may take 
Pi = ~q e(q) where the sum is over the elements of the W-orbit of Ai. 
3. A CR ITER ION FOR D(A) TO BE FREE 
We first recall the definition of the module of .A-derivations. Let (T, A) be a 
toral arrangement with reduced efining equation h. The module of .A-deriva- 
tions D(A) is 
D(.A) = {0 C Der(Ow)lO(h) c hOT) 
It is a Oz-submodule of Der(O:r). 
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Remark 3.1. In order to show that a given derivation of Or  is in the module of 
,4-derivations it is enough to consider each irreducible factor of the reduced 
defining equation h separately. More precisely, suppose 0 E Der(Or). Then 0 E 
D(,4) if and only if 0(~) E ~Or  for each irreducible factor ~ ofh ([3], Corollary 
2.4, 2.5). 
In this section we will give a criterion for when a collection of derivations 
~I , . . . ,  ~, E D(,4) constitute a Or-basis of D(.4). The proof of this criterion re- 
lies on the factorisation properties of Or. We remind the reader that the ring of 
Laurent polynomials is a UFD being a localisation of the polynomial ring. 
Hence, Or  is a UFD being isomorphic as a C-algebra to the ring of Laurent 
polynomials. The following result describes the factorisation of X - 1 into a 
product of irreducible lements, for a character X E X(T) .  We write #, for the 
set of nth roots of unity. 
Proposition 3.2 ([3], Proposition 3.3, 3.4) Any character X o fT  is o f  the form X = 
X~ where Xo is a character of  T which has connected kernel and n is an integer. We 
then have X - 1 -- I-IcE~, (Xo - C) is a factorisation of  x - 1 into irreducible fac- 
tors. 
Now suppose we are given derivations ~1,  • - - , ~n  E Der(Or).  Recall that each ~i 
can be written as a unique linear combination ~i = Y~'~]=I M•0j- where 
M O. = u)-l~i(uj) E Or.  Let M(~I , . . . ,  ~,) be the n x n matrix whose (i,j)-entry is 
M0. 
Lemma 3.3 Let (T, -4) be a toral arrangement with reduced defining equation h. 
Suppose ~I,. . . , ~n E D(.4). Then detM(~l , . . . ,  ~)  E hot .  
Proof. If  ,4 is empty then h = 1 and the result is clear. Otherwise, let ~ be an 
irreducible factor of h. Then by Proposition (3.2) ~ = X - ~, where X is a char- 
acter of T with connected kernel and ¢- is a root of unity. The character group 
X(T)  is a finitely generated free module over 7/and applying the elementary 
divisors theorem for modules over a principal ideal domain ([3], III §7 Theorem 
7.8), there is a basis u l , . . . ,  u~ of X(T) in which X = u~ for some integer d. Since 
X is connected we may assume d = 1 and therefore in this basis ~b = Ul - ft. 
Then for i = 1, . . . ,n ,  ~i(~b) = ~/(Ul) and Mil = u~l~i(ul) = u{l~i(~). Each 
~i E D(-4), so ~b divides ~i(~b) for i=  1, . . . ,  n. It follows ~ divides Mil for i = 
1, . . . ,  n and therefore ~b divides det M(~I , . . . ,  ~,). As ~b was an arbitrary irre- 
ducible factor of h, det M(~I , . . . ,  ~n) is divisible by h. 
We are now able to prove the toral arrangement analogue of Saito's criterion. 
Following [5], we will use the convenient notation - to mean equality up to a 
unit of Or. 
Theorem 3.4. Let ( T, -4) be a toral arrangement with reduced efining equation h. 
Given ~l, . . . , ~ E D(.4), the fol lowing are equivalent. 
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(i) detM(~l , . . . ,  ~. ) -h  
(ii) ~1,.. . ,  ~nforrn a basis for D(.A) 
Proof. We first show (i) implies (ii). To prove ~1,. • •, ~n are linearly independent 
in D(A) suppose 2in__lfi~i = 0 for f. E Or. Then 
n n n M 0 . 0 = ~i=lfi~i = ~=l (~ i= l J i  0') 7- Since 01,.. ,0n are linearly independent 
we have ~if iMi j  = 0 for j = 1, . . . ,  n. By Cramer's rule ([3], XII I  §4 Theorem 
4.4) ]} det M(~l , . . . ,  ~n) = 0. Now det M(~I , . . . ,  ~n) # 0 and Or  is a integral 
domain soJ~ = 0 for i = 1 , . . . ,  n. Hence, ~1,. •., ~n are linearly independent. 
It remains to show that they generate D(A) as an Or-module. Suppose rj E 
D(A) and write r] = ~"=l kjOj with kj E Or. Now ~i = ~1 MijOj so Cramer's 
rule gives hOj E Oral + +Oven and so we may write h~? = ~7=lfi~i withfi E Or. 
Then hr/= ~=l])~Jn = ~)=ln (~i=lf in  Mij)Oj and it follows from the linear in- 
= ~i=l f i  0 for j = 1, , n. Applying dependence of the 01, . . . ,  On that hkj " M .. .  
Cramer's rule once more we have 
j~h - det M(~l, • • •, ~i-1, h~7, ~i+l,. • •, ~n) 
= h det M(~I, •. . ,  ~i-1, f/, ~i+l,..., ~n) 
By Lemma (3.3) the right hand side side is an element of h2Or. This implies h 
dividesJ~ for all i. Hence r /= ~ (fj/h)~i and ~1,. , ~n are a basis of D(A). 
We now prove the reverse implication. Suppose the ~1,. •., ~n form a basis for 
D(A). By Lemma (3.3) 
detM(~l , . . . ,  {n) =fh  
for some f E OT. Take an irreducible factor ¢ = X - ~ of h where ;y is a char- 
acter of T with connected kernel and ~ is a root of unity. Again, by the ele- 
mentary divisors theorem for modules over a principal ideal domain there is a 
basis um,... ,un of X(T)  in which ¢ = Ul d - 4, for some integer d and we may 
take d = t since X has connected kernel. Let he = h/(Ul - ~) and define deri- 
vations r/1 =h01 and r~i =h~Oi, for i=2 , . . . ,n .  Then ~7i E D(A) for all 
i = 1, . . . ,  n. Since the r/i are a linear combination of ~1,.. . ,  ~n there exists a 
matrix N with entries in Or  such that 
M(~h,. . . ,  rb) = NM(~1,. . . ,  ~n) 
Taking the determinant of both sides 
hh~ -1 = detNdetM(~l , . . . ,  ~n) ~ JhOT 
and so f  divides h~ -1. This is true for each irreducible factor of h and since the 
{h~ -1 } have no common factors, as ~p ranges over the irreducible factors of h, f 
must be a unit in OT. [] 
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4. CONNECTED SEMI -S IMPLE  ALGEBRAIC  GROUPS OF S IMPLY CONNECTED 
TYPE 
Let G be a connected semi-simple algebraic group over C and T a maximal 
torus of G. Let W = Nc(T)/T be the Weyl group of G, where No(T) is the 
normaliser of T in G. Then W acts on X(T) and this action extends to (-gr and 
Der(Or)  as in Section (2). The adjoint action of T on the Lie algebra of G is 
diagonalisable and the non-zero weights are called the roots of G with respect 
to T. Let ~ C X(T) denote the set of roots. Write the abelian group structure in 
X(T) additively ie., 
(4.1) (X1 + X2)(t) = Xl(t)X2(t) 
for X1, X2 c X(T) and t E T. Then it is well known that ~ forms a reduced root 
system in V = X(T) ®z ~ ([1], 14.8) with Weyl group W. There is a non-de- 
generate symmetric bilinear form on V, which is positive definite and invariant 
under W. We denote this bilinear form by ( , ) .  For each oz c ~ there is a so E W 
which acts as a reflection in V and the set {s~}aee generate W. 
Continue to regard X(T) with the additive group structure (4.1). Recall that 
in general, for a connected semi-simple algebraic group, Q c X(T) c P, where 
Q is the root lattice and P is the weight lattice. When Q = X(T) we say G is 
adjoint. When X(T) = P we say G is simply connected. 
We now assume G is simply-connected. Then J((T) = P and each element of 
P is in fact a character of T. In particular, the fundamental weights ,~l, • • •,/~n 
are characters of T and are a basis of X(T). This allows us to define a W- 
equivariant isomorphism of algebras over C 
(4.2) C[P] ~ Or  
On the generators e(Ai) ~ C[P] it is defined by e(Ai)HAi E Or, i = 1, . . . ,  n. Here 
Ai C Or  is considered as a character of T with the group structure written in the 
multiplicative notation (2.1). Thus, under the isomorphism (4.2) 
n n n 
e(Zrni'~i) = I I  e(&i)m'~-+ H &7" E Or 
i=1 i=l i=1 
Via this isomorphism the exponential invariant heory of Section (2) can now 
be interpreted as statements about the W-invariant heory of the coordinate 
ring Or. 
Let ~+ be the set of positive roots and set A = {ker ~}~se+. Then (T, ~4) is a 
toral arrangement with defining equation ~P = ~ee+(c~ - 1) ff Or. Since no 
two positive roots are multiples of each other ~P contains no repeated factors 
([2], Ch.VI, §3). 
Fix a basis a Ul , . . . ,  un of X(T) with 01,. •., On the corresponding basis of 
Der(Or).  Let I be the n x n matrix with (i,j)-entry I O. = (u~, uj). Since ( , )  is W- 
invariant we have for each w c W 
(4.3) I = wI = [w]tI[w] 
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With the above assumptions and notation we now state the main result. 
Theorem 4.1. For i = 1,... ,n let pi be an element of O w with )~i C X(T) as its 
unique maximal term. Write p = (Pl,...,Pn). Define derivations ~1,... ,~  E 
Der(Or)  by 
{i = £ rikOk 
k=l 
where rij is the (i,j)-entry of the matrix [iJ(p)]t. Then ~1,. . . ,  {, E D(¢4) and 
D(A) is a free Or-module with basis {1,. •., {,. 
We begin by showing that El,-.., ~n are elements of D(,A). For this, we prove the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. Let Der(Or )w denote the set of derivations of Or invariant under 
the action of W. Then Der(Or)  w c D(A). 
Proof. We first prove the following fact in C[P]. I f s ,  E W is the reflection cor- 
responding to a root a E • and f E C[P] satisfies ol  = - f ,  then e(a) - 1 di- 
v idesf .  To see this, wr i te f  = ~x~P Zxe(X)' with z x c C. Then 
f = ~ Zxe(X) = _ ~ Zxe(S~X) 
xEP xEP 
and if X' E P is fixed by s~ (when (X', o~) = 0) we have 2z x, = 0 and so z x, = 0. 
Thus f  may be written in the form 
f = ~ zxe(x) + Z Zs~xe(s~x) 
xEC xcC 
where C = {X ~ el (X, oe) > 0}. The condition sol = - f  and the fact that C and 
s~(C) are disjoint sets implies Zs~x =-Zx .  Consequently f may be written 
f = ~x~C zx(e(x) - e(s~x)). Now s~ acts as an automorphism of P (in additive 
9 (x,~) notation) according to sex = X - nxC~, where n x =,  (~, ) E Z. It follows that 
e(x) - e(s~x) = e(x)(1 - e(oe)-"~). When nx<0 it is clear that e(~) - 1 divides 
1 - e(c~) -"~. When n x > 0 rewrite 1 - e(~) -"~ = e(c~)-"~ (e(c~) "~ - 1). Again, we 
see e(o~) - 1 divides 1 - e(c~)-"~. This is true for each X E C and so e(c~) - 1 di- 
videsf.  We have proved this statement in the group algebra C[P] of P. However, 
using the W-equivariant isomorphism (4.2) a corresponding statement also 
holds in OT. Namely, i f f  E Or  and saf = - f ,  then ~ - 1 dividesf.  
Now let O EDer(Or) w. By Remark (3.1) it suffices to show that 
0(~ - 1) C (c~ - 1)Or, for each c~ ~ ~b +. Observe that 
So_, (O~- lO(o-  ' - -  1 ) )  ~--- See(O/.-1)Sce(O(O~)) = O~(So~O)(O~ -1 )  = ozO(oF 1) 
= -c~-20(~)  = -~-10(c~-  1) 
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By the above fact oz - 1 divides c~-10(c~ - 1). Since c~ is a unit in Or, c~ - 1 also 
divides 0(o~ - 1). This proves the lemma. [] 
Proposition 4.3. Define derivations ~1,.. . ,  ~n E Der(Or) as in the statement of 
Theorem (4.1). Then ~1... ,  ~n E D(A). 
Proof. By Lemma (4.2) it suffices to show ~1, ' - . ,  ~n are W-invariant. Writing 
= (~I,. •., ~n) tand O = (01, • .. ,  0n) t we have ~ = [IJ(p)]tO. For w E W and X ¢ 
x(r) 
n 
(w~i)(;g) = w~i(w-l x) = ~[wlwJ(p)]~ci(wOk)(;g ) 
k=l 
which is equivalent to 
w~ = [wIwJ(p)]twO 
Using (2.5), (2.6) and (4.3) we obtain 
w~ = [wIwJ(p)]twO = ([w]tI[w]Iw-1]J(p) t[w-1]O ~- [IJ(p)Jto = 
This completes the proof of the proposition. [] 
We are now able to prove Theorem (4.1). 
Proof. By Proposition (4.3) the ~1,.-., ~n ¢ D(A). From the definition of the ~i 
we have M(~l , . . . ,  {n) = [IJ(P)] t and thus 
det M(~I, •. •, ~,) = det I det J(p) 
The W-invariant bilinear form is non-degenerate and so det I  is a non-zero 
element of ~ ie., a unit of Or. To compute det J(p) first consider J(p) with re- 
spect to the basis of fundamental weights A1,... ,  An. Then by Proposition (2.1) 
det J(p) is equal to the image of d under the isomorphism (4.2), where d is de- 
fined as in (2.8). The image of e( -p)  is equal to A] -1 . . .  A2 a, a unit in Or, and the 
image of the remaining term I-I~ee+ (e(o~) - 1) is precisely UV, the defining equa- 
tion of the toral arrangement. Hence det M(~I , . . . ,  ~n)-~'. 
I f  u ] , . . . ,  u~n is another basis of X(T)  related to the basis of fundamental 
weights by a matrix F then J (p) - -F J~(p)  as in (2.7) and so 
det J(p) = ± det J~ (p). Hence, irrespective of which basis of X(T) we choose we 
have that det M(~I , . . . ,  ~n)-~P. Applying Theorem (3.4) we conclude D(~4) is a 
free Or-module with basis ~1,... ,  ~n. [] 
Example. We finish with an example. Let G = Sp4(C), the simply connected 
connected semi-simple group of type C2. Then G can be realised as the set of 
matrices 
Sp4(C) = {g C GL4(C)IgtAg = A} 
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whereA= [_0 b b0 J i sab lockmatr ixandb= [~ ; J .Amax imal torusT in  
Sp4(C) is given by 
T = {diag[zl,z2, z21,z71]: z~,z2 E C x } 
We have the obvious identification of T with (C ×)2. Define characters ul and u2 
of T by ui(zl, z2) = zi for i = 1,2. Then Ul, u2 is a basis of X(T). The matrix I of 
the W-invariant bilinear form with respect o the basis Ul, u2 is the identity 
matrix. 
The positive roots of G with respect o T are given by u 2, u 2, ulu2 and ulu21. 
The (reduced) defining equation ~P is 
= (u~ - 1)(u~ - 1)(ulu2 - 1)(ulu) -1 - 1) 
The fundamental weights are A1 = Ul and A2 = UlU2. An element of the Weyl 
group of type C2 can be considered a pair (or, e), where cr is an element of the 
symmetric group on {1,2} and e is a map e : {1,2} --- {-4-1}. The action of (a, e) 
on T is given by 
, e(1) ¢(2), 
(O', e)" (Z1, Z2) ~--- [,Za(1) , Za(2) 
Recall that one possible choice of algebraically independent generators of O w 
is given by Pi = ~/& where the sum is over the elements of the W-orbit of Ai. A 
small calculation shows that 
Pl = (btl +Ul  1) + ("2+U21)  
P2 = (Ul a t- UI1)(U2 + U21) 
The matrix J(p) is easily computed to be 
j (p )= [ (u l -u l  l) (ul - ull)(u2 + u~Il l 
[(U2 U21) (ill + Ull)(U2 --/-/21 
and from Theorem (4.1) the derivations 
~1 = (Ul -- ull)O1 + (b/2 -- U21)02 
~2 ~-~ (Ul - -u l l ) (u2  Jr-/,/21)01-~-(Ul q-u l l ) (u2 --/,/21)02 
are a Or-basis of D(.4). 
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